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The Classic Sidecar Challenge has been run and won in 2012 and everyone agreed it more than lived up to the great competition and camaraderie witnessed in 2011. 
This year the three rounds were:
The Qld Historic Road Race championships, Townsville,
The Southern Classic, Broadford,
The SA Historic Road race Championships, Mac Park.
A total of 14 teams competed from NSW, Qld, WA and Victoria, with 5 of those attending all three rounds. This year a 100 point bonus was instigated for any competitors that entered all the rounds. 
The inaugural year had results in both 650 and Unlimited come down to the wire and speed and more importantly, reliability were the over-riding factors in who took home the trophies.
In 2012, the 650 class witnessed a complete domination by the 2011 winners, Pete Large and Wayne Rowe. They absolutely annihilated the competition by taking 19 wins and 1 second place from 20 outings. Great riding combined with amazing reliability saw the boys take a stranglehold after only two rounds.
In the Unlimited class, things were a bit different. Coming into the last round at Mac Park, 30 points covered the top four runners.  With a possible 25 points up for grabs in each race, a DNF would have been a disaster for any of the teams.  Once again, reliability won out over outright speed and there was much preparation and remedial work carried out on these overworked classics.
All competitors had their issues during the year, but two teams deserved special mention. Dave and Rebecca Betteridge debuted their home built outfit at the Townsville round and were immediately competitive. They raced all three rounds and if it wasn’t for 3 DNF’s from teething issues, they could have taken home a trophy. Eventual Unlimited class winners, Tony Jacobs and Nathan May, (2011 and 2012) finished round 2 with a broken gearbox and crankshaft…a major setback for anyone. But the team rebuilt the bike and were back on the pace at the last round. Awesome effort!
In the end, after twenty races, thousands of kilometres travelled, much midnight oil burnt in sheds all around the country, the Classic Sidecar Challenge concluded in the sunshine at Mac Park.
Class results as follows:
650
1st-Peter Large and Wayne Rowe, Victoria, Triumph, 497 points+100 bonus points=597.
2nd-David Wain and Greg Ditchfield, Victoria, Triumph, 197 points.
3rd-Bill Hargreave and Ken Howie, WA/NSW, Triumph, 102 points.

Unlimited
1st-Tony Jacobs and Nathan May, Qld, Triumph, 372 points+100 bonus points=472.
2nd-Brian and Leanne March, Vic, Norton, 359 points+100 bonus points=459.
3rd-Gene Lopeman and Vicki Butler, Qld, Harley/Norton, 338 points+100 bonus points=438.

This year the challenge was once again backed by the originating clubs, HMRAV, QEMSC and HMCRRSA. These three clubs have promoted the challenge from the start, warmly welcomed all the competitors and benefited from all that the “sidecar circus” can bring to their events. 
We all look forward to once again competing in the Classic Sidecar Challenge in 2013.

Brian March,
HMRAV Pres.

